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The main purpose of this project is to provide the ARM community with a 

continuous analysis of the atmospheric structure over the ARM sites, at a scale 

comparable to that of typical climate models. This analysis is needed to initialize 

and validate single column models and parametrization schemes. The data 

assimilation uses a variational technique that minimizes the difference between 

the model results and the observation during the analysis period. The adjoint 

model is used to compute the gradient of a measure of the model errors with 

respect to the control variables that force the model output closer to the data. 

This is the most advanced type of data assimilation being developed for 

operational use. It has the advantage of being able to use the indirect and non- 

conventional observations that are available at the ARM sites. 

The model is based on the AER Local Forecast and Assimilation (ALFA) model 

that has been developed over the past few years. It is a single column model 

that solves the same equations as a climate model, but uses large scale, three- 
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dimensional analyses or forecasts for all the horizontal derivatives. A complete 

radiation scheme was incorporated during our previous ARM grant. 

An additional goal of the project is to use the adjoint model to perform 

sensitivity experiments, especially with regard to the radiation scheme and the ..- 

cloud parametrization. 

2. Data assirnil 

Principle of variational data assimilation 

The principle of variational data assklation is to mod$ a model simulation in 

such a way as to minimize the difference between the model solution and the 

observations during a given assimilation period. If the model were perfect we 

would simply mod-+ the initial state of the simulation to minimize the error. 

Since we know that our forecast model is not perfect, we choose a weak 

constraint, requiring that the analyzed fields be only approximate solutions of 

the forecast model. This method follows the work of Derber (1989)*, who has 

' Derber, J. C., 1989: A variational continuous assimilation technique. Mon. Wea. Rev., 117, 2437-2446. 
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We can write the modified model equations symbolically as: 

-- & --v.Vx-m-+a,+v 4t 
dt dp 

where x is the model state I 

physics tendencies: evapora 

is ustment term. 

The analysis is the solution of 

measure of the simulation error defined by the cost function: 

to minimize a 

N 

J = C wi(xi(v) - i i  (2) 
i=l 

where the s u m  is over all available observa 

depend on the accuracy of model and observations. The minimization procedure 

and wi are weights that 



context of variational data assimilation we need, for each data type, to write an 

"observation operator" and its adjoint. The observation operator is the . . 

algorithm that transforms the model variables into the quantities that are 

observed, for example going from temp 

. .  .. 

rements, rotating sha band radiometer 

measurements an 
, 
I 

experiments we use a model 25 vertical layers. The lowest , 

layer is 4 m thick, so that the 2 m measurements of temperature and dewpoint 

are directly comparable to 

age the data over the model 

ti0 measurements we use the net radiative, latent heat 



in the data assimilation system. 

The objective function is constructed as a weighted sum of all the square 

differences between observations and model computation over a 24 hour period. 

g the model s on to minimize this 

objective function. We have experimented with two types of model modification. 

One is to change the initial state for the 24 hour integration. 

final analysis is strongly constrained by the model, implying that the model 

means that the 

errors are much smaller than the initial state (or analysis) errors. Since the model 

solution is mainly driven by the model physics, assuming that the model is 

perfect is not really a suitable assumption. Therefore we prefer to use a nudging 

term as control variable, which is added to the model tendencies and is adjusted 

to minimize the objective function. The analysis is then only weakly constrained 

by the model. , -  

We do not want to fit the data too closely, only enough to be within 

- measurement errors (including spatial / temporal representativity errors).. 



correspond approximately to the standard pressure levels and i is the time step 

in the integration. This is done in order to limit the number of degrees of '- 

freedom of the control variables and fit the data only enough to be within 

measurement errors (inclu atial / temporal representativityerrors). The A 

coefficients are the control variables for the minimization. 

. -  f the conjugate gradient method) goes 

eriod, and at the end of each through a number o 

iteration a new set of adjus 

produced. The 

objective functi 

needed to find the minimum of J. 

Data and Quality Control 

We started analyzing data from the CART site soon after they became 

operationally available. Our analyses were mostly limited to the days when 

rms becomes availab 

terms that minimize the 

. Usually, less than 20 iterations are 

complete MAPS d diction System of the N O M  

railable ( M A P S  data are used to calculate 

horizontal advection terms for 

data sets were incompl ation window periods that we 

considered in our ap after1994 This 

We analyzed - da 

of complete MAPS data were available: 4 days in April, 3 days in July and 8 days 



in October. In our analysis we used concurrent sounding data from the four 

boundary facilities and the central site. We also analyzed concurrent EBBR 

observations at ten facilities, surface (SMOS) observations at five facilities and 

BSRN observations at the central facility. We use the downward radiative fluxes 

ad band radiometers, separately for short and long waves. We have 

ode1 computations by integrating the AERI 

data over the 

in the data assimilation syste 

We applied some simple data quality control such as e 

humidity measurements and viously non-p 

eliminated the EBBR data when the Ridchardson number -was between -0.5 and - 

scheme, but we have not yet implemented it . 

2 because the Bowen ration method is known to have problems is those I 
conditions. 

Table 1. RMS differences between observations and mean time series for 5 
observational sites during October '94 IOP. (SMOS data) 

i variable E8 E9 E13 E15 E20 
c I 

day long time series. We also calculated the mean time series for all relevant 



stations after applying data 

observations. The departures pfthe local measurements from this me& 'time 

series are described by the RMS daerences and listed in Table 1 and Table 2. 

ality control and retaining only concurrent 

here at a scale smaller .than the CART 

el grid point. They can also be 

representativity of the observations. interpreted as a measure of 

- variable 

Sensible Heat 59.8 80.6 .1 70.9 36.7 45.1 58.2 48.8 44.4 

Latent Heat 117.1 53.4 59.6 81.5 78.6 72.4 87J 56.4 78.3 74.5 

Net Radiation 129.9 128.1 114.7 124.2 112.3 124.2 133.1 108.0 131.6 119.1 

To some extent these scores a 

elevation that exist between various sites. For example, among the SMOS 

facilities, site E8 is located at of 664m, and its temperature 

records should be systematically lower than the other stations in a commonly 

.. 
reflect differences in surface characteristics and 

E20 station is located at an 

i 
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Experiments 

We have performed three of optimization experiments. In the first set of 

ent terms starting from initial states 

and using a set of soil 

roughness length, etc.), which 

site. At this stage we 

E13, E15 and 

to get ananalysis In the future we will combin from the diffe 
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The assimilation of surface fluxes has a significant impact on the analysis of the 

standard meteorological variables (temperature, moisture and winds). This is 

illustrated in Figure 1, which shows the analyzed 2 m temperature for a three 

day period (three successive 24 hour assimilation periods) during .the April 1994 

IOP. The- two &rves on the 

and using only 

(SMOS) (dashed). Adding to the data is cl beneficial, 

Without them the SMOS data 

temperature from drifting during the first two days of the test. 

.-. 
are the analyses using all the data (solid curve) 

not sufficient to keep the model surface 

I 
I 
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function of relative humidity. We know, from other studies, that this type of 

parametrization is poor. We started negotiating with Richard Somerville to use 

his cloud parametrization, which is much more sophisticated, involving a 

prognostic computation of the condensed water. 

The drift in analyz 

test results. It makes us want 

erature during the third day is typical of a lot of OUT 

It might be better to use a smm 

of height and time. 

The latent and s (not shown) do not improve mu& 

between the first guess and the analyses, but that is expected because the 

weights used for EBBR data are rather small, based on large uncertainties shown 

in table 2 above. m e  rms differences between computed and measured sensible 

and latent heat fluxes remain at about 50 W/m2. 

We also want to explore the possibility of adding the vertica 

control variables. If we could infer the vertical velocity by 



to infer vertical velocity. 

Sensitivity studies 

such as absorption coefficients and absorber concentrations. 

We analyzed two cases when high cirrus and thin altrostratus clouds were 

present. In the cloudy cases we found the highest sensitivity to be that of the 

surface temperature to single scattering albedo of clouds in visible. It is atleast 

an order of magnitude larger than the sensitivities to other model parameters 

such as albedo, soil moisture or emissivity. In a clear case we found that the 

surface temperature is the most sensitive to the water vapor path in the 

continuum region. In the same case, the temperature at the tropopause is most 
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Developing the adjoint of a model with full physics, to use for data 

assimilation at a single site. 

Assimilating indirect measurements to analyze the standard meteorological 

I variables. 
- .  

Using the model and its adjoint for sensitivity analyses. 

In the next year we hope to accomplish the following: 

Improve the cloud parametrization in the model 

Add more data sources to the system 

Explore the feasibility of inferring vertical velocity. 
~ r 

-- 
Our ultimate goal remains to deliver to the ARM support team a single column 

data assimilation system that 

Publications during the contract period 

Courtier, P., J. Derber, R. Errico, J.-F. Louis and T. Vukicevic, 1993: Important 
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